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Neurotic definition merriam webster

Page 2 neu; sepsis; ic | \ nu;-a-tik , nyu;- \ neu; sepsis; ic | \ nu;-1-tik , nyu; \ 1 : the one affected by neurosis (see neurosis) 2 : an emotionally unstable person Other words from neurotic Example Suggestions Learn more about neurotic Adjective This most meticulous of pianists sounds far from neurotic when playing Mozart. - Richard
Coles, Times Literary Supplement, November 15, 2002 Maybe it's because novelists don't talk much about each other. Perhaps this is because novelists secrete a certain BO that only detects other novelists, such as some vultures that emit a repellent pheromone detectable only by other buzzards, which is to say that only a novelist can
know how neurotic, deceitful, insidious a novelist can be. - Walker Percy, An interview with Zoltán Abádi-Nagy, 1987, on billboards in a strange land, 1991 In our time, the most perfect examples of such a biography ... It's Freud's incomparable case stories. Freud here shows, with absolute clarity, that the ongoing nature of neurotic disease
and its treatment can only be seen in biography. — Oliver Sacks, Awakenings, (1973) 1990 The psychiatrist diagnosed the patient as neurotic. My neurotic mother reprimanded me for staying out 10 minutes after the curfew. He's neurotic about his work. Substantial More than any rebirth, one feels in 1911 England an unconscious death
wish of a civilization, strongly present in glimpses of the poet's author Rupert Brooke, that squeaky-clean neurotic, a victim waiting to happen. - Thomas Mallon, New York Times Book Review, May 27, 2007 As a claustrophobic-perhaps the only kind of neurotic out of place in New York-I find nothing in the city scarier than a stopped
subway car. — John Tierney, New York Times Magazine, 19 Mar. — F. Scott Fitzgerald, letter, 2 December 1939 Diagnosed as neurotic. He's neurotic at keeping his clothes clean. See more recent examples on the Internet: Last name Was busy especially with the Zimmern family, an artistic, neurotic tribe whose members can glimpse -
sometimes fleetingly, sometimes head-on - into all of her books. — Margalit Fox, New York Times, Alison Lurie, Tart-Voiced Novelist of Manners, Dies at 94, 3 Dec. 2020 Both embody the most extreme criticisms made in millennials: titled, delusional, neurotic narcissists who are happy to take their parents' money instead of working on
their own and are overwhelmed when success doesn't fall in their rounds. — Emma Pattee, Marie Claire, Sorry, but loving Dave Burd and hating Hannah Horvath is extremely problematic, November 10, 2020 The neurotic people in his experiment showed only a little temperature of the skin in response to cool air, compared to a large
increase for self-confidence extroverts in his group. — Ned Rozell, Anchorage Daily News, Why is cold tolerance so unique to every person?, 11 Oct 2020 by George Gissand, Gissaing, Cady Stanton's passion for women's rights, Randall Jarrell's response to literature, James Baldwin's psychological acuity - everyone speaks to Gornick's
inner life and helps her inspire their own. — Dayna Tortorici, The New York Review of Books, The Desk and the Daring, 22 Sep. 2020 The people of his childhood emerge in rich portraits – his jealous and neurotic mother. his lusty, high-minded, intensely anti-Semitic father. His wild nanny; His charming governess. - Lynn Freed, WSJ, Five
Best: Lynn Freed on Paradises Lost, September 11 2020 For the second year in a row, these protagonists will cope thanks to their respective performances as the quirky, fashion-loving killer Villanelle and the neurotic intelligence researcher Eva Polastri. — Rebecca Ford, The Hollywood Reporter, When Co-Stars Are Modelsters:
Breaking Down This Year's Unprecedented Emmys Race, August 6. 2020 The rule of infinite loop texts of time is often about finding peace in insanity, their neurotic protagonists learning to surrender to the script. — Katie Walsh, ExpressNews.com, Andy Samberg finds romance in Hulu's Palm Springs, July 8, 2020 Women become less
neurotic and men become more conscientious. — Cari Romm, The Cut, 5 Ways Personality Changes in the First Year of Married, May 25, 2018 Recent examples on the Internet: Essential Seinfeld, which stars Jerry Seinfeld as a fictional version of himself, pokes fun at neurotics like Seinfeld and his friends, who overthrest and worry
about too many little things. — Nina Huang, EW.com, What to quaran-stream on Hulu if you're running out of shows to watch, May 1, 2020 Learn about the connection between neurotics and Brexit. — Lacy Schley, Discover Magazine, The Psychology of Politics, June 15, 2018 But financial position neurotics should do so while their
shrinking responses to emails or knitted cardigans during their sessions. — Joe Queenan, WSJ, Pay Up if You Want to Eat Premium Bananas, 11 May 2018 These example suggestions are automatically selected from various online news sources to reflect the current use of the word 'neurotic'. The views expressed in the examples do not
represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its authors. Send us feedback. See more Page 2 Page 2 having or showing a very nervous or disturbed state of mind neurotic tendencies tend to manifest itself in its obsessive need for cleanliness. Our dog's a little neurotic. He tends to panic with strangers. aberrant, delusional, delusional,
delusional, disturbed, disturbed, obsessive compulsive, paranoia (also paranoid), paranoid (also paranoid), schizophrenic, schizophrenic, sociopath high-strung, unstable, nervous, nervous, skittish, tense balmy, barmy [mostly British], bats, batty, bedlam, bonkers, brainick, bughouse [slang], certified, crackbrained, cracked, crackers,
crackpot, eccentric [dialect], crazy, crazy, cuckoo, daffy,, demented, deranged, fruity [slang], gaga, haywire, eccentric[dialect], crazy kky kky whacky (also looney), crazy melodies (or crazy melodies), crazy, crazy, maniac (also manic), psychic, meshuga (or meshugge also meshugah or meshuggah), moonstruck, non-compos mentis, nuts,
nutty, psycho, psychotic, scatty [mostly British], screwy, unhinged, unhinged, unsound, wacko (also whacko), wacky (also wacky), wud [mainly Scottish] eccentric, curious, oddball, pixilated (also pixillated), queer, strange, relieved, tranquilized (also tranquilized) collected, composed, cool, coolheaded, equal, flat, limpid, peaceful, calm,
possessed, read, calm, self-attached, self-absorbed, peaceful, smooth, together, calm, undisturbed, undisturbed untroubled, undisturbed, undisturbed, un worried clear, lucid, rational, logically balanced, compos mentis, healthy, uncrazyPage 2 Page 2 [more neurotic; more neurotic] 1 medicine: having or suggesting neurosis The
psychiatrist diagnosed the patient as neurotic. 2 : often or always scared or worried about something: tends to worry in a way that is not healthy or reasonable my neurotic mother reprimanded me for staying out 10 minutes after the curfew. He's neurotic about his work. He was neurotically passionate about keeping his clothes tidy. [count]
1 medicine: a person who has a neurosis was diagnosed as neurotic. 2: a person who is always scared or worried about something is neurotic about keeping his clothes neat. Page 2 Also found in: Treasure, Medicine, Encyclopedia, Wikipedia. (no͝o-rŏt′ĭk, nyo͝o-)adj.1. From, related to, or affected by a neurosis. It is no longer used in
psychiatric diagnosis. Refer to the Note of use in neurosis.2. Unofficial Overanxious: neurotic to be exact.n.1. A person suffering from neurosis. It is no longer used in psychiatric diagnosis.2. Unofficial A person who's been restless for years. American Heritage® Dictionary of The English Language, fifth edition. Copyright © 2016 by



Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. (njلrلtلk) adj (Psychiatry) of, related to, or affected by neurosis (Psychiatry) a person who suffers from neurosis or who tends to be emotionally unstable or unusually anxiousCollins English Dictionary -
Complete and Unabridged, 12th Edition 2014 © HarperCollins Publishers 1991, 1994, 1998, 2000, 2003, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2014 (n لل rلt رk, nyل-) adj 1. relating to or characterising neurosis. n. neu•rot′i•cism (-لsلz am) n. Random House Kernerman Webster College Dictionary, © 2010 K Dictionaries Ltd. Copyright 2005, 1997,
1991 by Random House, Inc. All rights reserved. Noun1.neurotic - a person suffering from mental case neuroses, psyconeurofisclausclaustrophobe - a person suffering from claustrophobiophiliasteric a person suffering from hysteria - a person who is obsessive-compulsive - a person with obsessive-compulsive psychopathy
characteristics, a sociopath - someone with a sociopathic personality; A A with an antisocial personality disorder (psychopath was once widely used, but has now been replaced by a sociopath) sick person, sick person, sufferer - a person suffering from an Adj.1.neurotic disease - characteristic or affected by neurosis; neurotic disorder;
neurotic symptoms2.neurotic - affected with neuronotic affective disorder - not neurotic; successful mothers-to-mothers with non-neurotic children. He's the most non-neurotic person I knowBased on WordNet 3.0, Farlex's clipart collection. © 2003-2012 Princeton University, Farlex Inc.adjective unstable, nervous, deranged, restless,
abnormal, obsessive compulsive, manic, unhealthy, hyper (atypical), twitchy (atypical), overworked, misfit He was almost neurotic to follow. together (slang), normal, calm, stable, rational, relaxed (informal), healthy, well balanced, flattened, well-adjusted Thesaurus of the English language - Complete and Unabridged 2nd Edition. 2002 ©
HarperCollins Publishers 1995, 2002 невротилескилнервнолнолноل [nj لل rلt]Collins Spanish Dictionary - Full and Unabridged 8th Edition 2005 © William Collins Sons &amp; Co. Ltd. 1971, 1988 © HarperCollins Publishers 1992, 1993, 1996, 1997, 2000, 2003, 2005Collins English/ French Electronic Resources. © HarperCollins
Publishers 2005Collins German Dictionary - Full and Unabridged 7th edition 2005. © William Collins Sons &amp; Co. Ltd. 1980 © HarperCollins Publishers 1991, 1997, 1999, 2004, 2005, 2007 [njʊˈrɒtɪk]1. adj (face, disease) → nevrotico/ashe gets quite neurotic about it (fig) → se ne sta facendo un'ossessionCollins Italian Dictionary 1st
Edition © HarperCollins Publishers 1995 → ِيباَصِع  neurotic neurotici経敏증증걸린 neuroticity nevrotisk neurotisk neurotisko невротиескиل neurotisk لل ل ย ل kích đđng ل经质 لMultilingual Translator © HarperCollins Publishers 2009a. neurotic-a, que sufre de neurosis. English - Spanish Medical Dictionary © Farlex 2012 adj (ant) crónica
y excessivamente anioso, neurótico -ca mf (ant)English-Spanish/Spanish-English Medical Dictionary Copyright © 2006 by McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. All rights reserved. Would you like me to thank TFD for its existence? Let a friend know about us, add a link to this page, or visit the webmaster's page for free fun content. Link to this
page: I was a little impatient with her; I didn't suspect she was such a neurotic woman. Born to a thin and overworked mother, and an impulsive, cruel, imaginative father, who did not look gracefully at her presence in the world, Louise was from her childhood neurotic, one of the breed of hypersensitive women who in her final days-dusting
was to bring such large numbers into the world. It wasn't good to guide the girl if she were to speak of God in this neurotic modern way. Horne Fisher apparently for all the neurotic possibilities of sagittarius and his scattered habits of and whatever his belief in their present firmness, he does not unduly tax their time and attention, even in
the case of the Prime Minister.Neurotic people are less likely to die, including cancer and cardiovascular and respiratory diseases, according to research published in the journal ( Psychological Science. Where sometime, some 100 years ago, crowds would seek entertainment watching the mentally ill inmates locked up in London's
Bethlem Hospital, now go instead to the zoo to gawp at neurotic, bored animals imprisoned in completely foreign conditions. Adele's music puts me out of my morning Former Oasis star Noel Gallagher I'm Not a Neurotic Mess. But there are jewels, under the feces, there is a gold mine and it is the gold mine that interests me Singer Sir
Elton John I am glad that the judges felt that there was sufficient snap in my celery Actress Olivia de Havilland in her message of thanks after awarding, at the age of 99, the Oldie of the Year accolades I am not a neurotic mess. Mess.
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